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Presenter Best Practices 
 

System Requirements 

• Supported device. 

• An internet connection ~ broadband wired (preferred) or wireless (3G or 4G/LTE). 

• Speakers and a microphone (built-in or USB plug-in or wireless Bluetooth) 

• A webcam or HD webcam (built-in or USB plug-in)  
 
PowerPoint Slides 

• Visualize your content. 

• Keep the background clean, uncluttered, consistent, and subtle. 

• Avoid text-heavy slides; test your fonts by standing 6’ away to see if they can be read. 

• Use images, key terms, and brief phrases (even if it means more slides). 

• Avoid flashy graphics and noisy animations. 

• If you use video clips, embed them into your PowerPoint. 

• Check spelling and grammar. 

• Test the colors on a presentation screen ahead of time. 

• Practice so you can speak from bullet points; do not read slides word for word. 

• Include questions that engage the audience in discussion. 

 
Presentation  

• Dress appropriately (dress code is business casual). 

• Take time to learn the platform and practice using the tools at your disposal. 

• Optimize your meeting space for video and manage the aesthetics of your webcam view. 

o Choose a location where you can avoid background noise and distractions. 

o Lighting should be bright and even, ideally, coming from in front of you. 

o Background should be interesting but not distracting. 

o Align your screen so you make eye contact with your webcam (audience). Assuming you can 
position your device at eye level, consider standing (for higher energy). 

o A hard-wired connection is preferred (ensures a stronger signal/stable connection). 

o Make sure your sound emits clearly. Often, headphones or an external microphone will provide 
clearer sound than built in speakers.     

• Approach your “virtual” presentation as you would an in-person event; use gestures and 
mannerisms that come naturally to you; be authentic and have fun with your audience. 

• Present with energy and animation. A slow, monotone presentation causes attendees to 
disengage and tune out.  

• Use polls, chat, Q&A to get attendees to interact with you early and often.  

• Though it is helpful to have a Host monitor the chat window during the presentation, if you ask 
attendees to respond to questions (using chat), make sure you take the time to acknowledge 
responses, read some out loud, and provide feedback.     

• Honor attendees' time by delivering the best presentation you can within the time allocated. 

• Remember to thank the attendees and encourage them to complete the evaluation survey. 


